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Conservation Programs Branch 
Level 12 
PO Box A290 
Sydney South 2000 
 
 
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
 

Re: Comments on the Draft Biodiversity Conservation Investment Strategy 2017-2037 
 
We have read the following two documents related to the administration and management of the newly 
created Biodiversity Conservation Trust (BCT): 
 

• Draft Biodiversity Conservation Investment Strategy 2017-2037 (DBCIS) 

• Identifying Priority Investment Areas 
 
After much consideration we would normally be inclined to support the broad thrust of both documents.  
However we find we cannot do so for the following reasons: 
 

1. The absence of any discussion on funding of existing conservation agreements 
2. The absence of targets to bring existing conservations agreement under the BCT 
3. The lack of adequate funding information for BCT and its “conservation agreements” 

 
Our objections are outlined in more detail below: 
 
1. The absence of any discussion on funding of existing conservation agreements 

 
As Figure 2 on p11 and Table 1 on p13 of the DBCIS shows there is wide range of conservation agreements 
across NSW; some of which were negotiated and signed several decades ago.    While some funding was 
initially provided when these agreements were signed, on-going funding to most properties with existing 
conservation agreements has been haphazard and extremely occasional at best.  The DBCIS does not provide 
any information on whether or how properties with existing conservation agreements will be funded.  This is 

a major weakness in the strategy and one that will over time eventually lead to “the haves” and “the 

have nots” in biodiversity conservation.  We believe that this has been a major oversight in the whole 
process that has led to the establishment of the BCT and it funding.  There should have either been a 
separated amount put aside to fund existing conservation agreements under the BCT or the establishment of 
a separate fund either within the BCT or another administrative body to cater for existing conservation 
agreements.  This would have provided a level of fairness to all involved in biodiversity conservation or 

to put it simply a “level playing field”. 
 



 

2. The absence of targets to bring existing conservations agreement under the BCT 
 
We support the proposal in the DBCIS outlined in Box 1 on page 5 to consolidate these agreements into 3 
broad categories which would be a great improvement on the current system as shown in Table 1 on p13.  
However here the DBCIS stops with no further discussion on how existing conservation agreements are 
going to be merged into the new BCT system.  In fact the whole rest of the document seems to completely 

overlook existing conservation agreements as though they are irrelevant and in-material; this is 

further reinforced by the lack of any short- or long-term target/s regarding existing conservation 
agreements.  This is coupled with no specific administrative procedure for bringing existing conservation 
agreements into the BCT and the overall DBCIS emphasise on new biodiversity conservation agreements in 
very targeted priority areas.  One gets a sense that those of us who have been active in biodiversity 

conservation for decades can “go jump in the lake” if we expect anything for us out of DBCIS which 

further emphasises THE HAVES AND THE HAVE NOTS APPROACH that pervades the whole 

document. 
 
 
 

3. The lack of adequate funding information for BCT and its “conservation agreements” 
 
As the Executive Summary states $240m over 5 years has initially been provided to the BCT which roughly 
equates to $48m per year.  Here the whole issue of funding stops in the DBCIS and there is no further 
detailed breakdown on how the $48m each year will be spent or how many conservation agreements it is 
likely to fund each year.  This means that outside people (conservation groups; property holders with existing 
conservation agreements etc) cant properly assess whether the BCT is adequately funded for the role it has 
assumed.  This is further compounded by information coming out of OEH that the $48m is also suppose too 
cover administrative and management costs of running the BCT such salaries and salary on-cost; trust board 
costs; provision of office facilities (rental, phone, furniture, travel etc); monitoring costs (vehicles; travel 
allowance etc).  If this is true than the budget available to cover conservation agreements is going to be 

a lot less than the $48m per year that the initial reading of DBCIS indicates.  The complete lack of any 
detailed funding strategy for the BCT or the DBCIS means that we get a sense that the Government; OEH 
and the BCT Board have no clear idea of what it is going to cost to implement this strategy.  If as we suspect 

that the BCT and its DBCIS is grossly underfunded than it is going to be race to the bottom and every 

property holder entering a biodiversity conservation agreement will be “SCREWED” to get the 

maximum value (cover the smallest amount possible) for each biodiversity conservation agreement.  
Property holders with high yearly conservation cost (eg weed and pest management; small holding with lots 
of problems etc) will be overlooked for larger properties with minimum yearly conservation costs.  This 
further emphasises the broad theme throughout this strategy of THE HAVES AND THE HAVE NOTS 

APPROACH. 
 
 
We commend our comments to you for consideration. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 




